Now Accepting Eligible Students!

Spring 2021 & Fall 2021

UH CAMP provides first-year university students who have migrant or agricultural work backgrounds with the tools and support to begin their undergraduate studies at the University of Houston.

Program Benefits

- Financial aid opportunities for room and board
- FAFSA and UH scholarship workshops
- Academic, career and personal coaching
- Peer mentoring
- Skills development workshops
- Tutoring
- Cultural and social events

Program Requirements

- In order to qualify for the services offered by UH CAMP under the rules established by the U.S. Department of Education, the student or an immediate family member must work at least 75 days in the last two years in agriculture as a migrant worker or seasonal/temporary worker.
- Must be admitted to UH
  - Qualifying undergraduate migrant students enrolled at UH during spring 2021 may apply for the UH CAMP Scholarship
  - Fall 2021 deadline: May 31, 2021
- Must enroll at UH as a full-time student (12 credit hours or four classes)
- Be a U.S. citizen or U.S. resident
- Complete FAFSA application
- Show financial need
- Agree to participate in UH CAMP activities

Qualifying undergraduate migrant students enrolled at UH during spring 2021 or fall 2021 may apply for the UH CAMP Scholarship at any time during those semesters.

Apply now!

https://tinyurl.com/UHCampApply

For More Information
Contact Emily Rose Garcia at ergarcia14@uh.edu.